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Abstract

This paper describes how the technology
of deductive constraint database systems
and constraint query languages can be
used to represent and reason with tem�
poral knowledge� First� we summarize
our approach to manipulating constraints
over reals within deductive database sys�
tems� This approach is based on the
compile�time rewriting of clauses which
are not admissible� Then� we show how
the timestamping of facts and rules in
temporal databases can be mapped to
constraints over reals� Subsequently� we
present a more e�cient and elegant ap�
proach which is based on a special tem�
poral constraint solver�

Keywords� temporal databases� temporal reasoning�
deductive databases� constraint query languages

� Introduction

Current database management systems ultimately re�
turn a set of ground substitutions for the variables
occurring in a query� that is� equations of the form
X � c where X is a variable and c is a constant�
In other words� every answer corresponds to a tuple
of constant values� typically of type integer� real or
string� However� many real�world problems can not
be solved by associating constant values to all of the
variables e�g� because insu�cient information is avail�
able in order to compute a precise answer� Instead�
some variables may take part in constraints in the
form of complex equations or inequalities� or they
may even be completely free� Problems which nat�
urally give rise to such �partial	 answers which are
subject to certain constraints include con
guration
tasks� circuit design and temporal reasoning�

In a similar vein� conventional database systems
typically fail to answer queries if at least one of the
subqueries has in
nitely many solutions� Hence� the
answer set cannot be enumerated as it would be in
ordinary systems� Typical problems of this kind are

periodically recurring events such as the weekly de�
parture of a particular �ight�

F lightNr DepDay DepT ime

�SR��� ������� ����
�SR��� ������� ����

���
���

���

However� the solutions may be subject to certain con�
ditions which can be represented as a 
nite collection
of constraints� The tuples in the example above have
in common that the DepDay is equal to �������
modulo � days�

F lightNr DepDay DepT ime

�SR��� ������� mod � days ����

Ja�ar et al� have successfully merged constraint
solving techniques to deal with the above mentioned
problems with logic programming ���� In the last
few years� many systems based on the approach of
constraint logic programming �CLP� have been im�
plemented� e�g� CLP�R�� This approach has been
extended to temporal annotated CLP ��� to handle
temporal constraints as investigated in ���� A draw�
back of these systems is that they are main memory
based and can only handle a limited amount of data
�e�ciently�� Moreover� these approaches cannot han�
dle concurrent access by several users adequately

Therefore� ��� have proposed the concept of a con�
straint query language �CQL� in order to represent
and handle constraints in deductive databases� CQLs
are similar to CLP�languages in that they support
the management of non�ground facts and non�allowed
rules as well as non�ground answers� However� to the
best of our knowledge� no complete and reasonably
e�cient implementation of a CQL exists with the ex�
ception of our own DeCoR� system ����� see below��

During the same period� a lot of research has been
done in the areas of temporal databases �see e�g�
��� �� and temporal reasoning �e�g� ����� Tempo�
ral databases not only contain information about the

�DeCoR stands for DEductive database system with
COnstraints over Reals�



present state of the real world� but also the history
leading up to this state and�or possible future de�
velopments� Most of these e�orts are based on the
relational model and SQL�

In this paper� we argue that the constraint han�
dling technology of DeCoR can elegantly be applied
to managing temporal information� providing the
functionality associated with typical temporal data�
base systems� Moreover� temporal information which
is incomplete and�or potentially in
nite can be rep�
resented by the system�

The paper is structured as follows� Section � gives
an overview of DeCoR and how it deals with con�
straints� Section � sketches how temporal knowledge
can be represented in the existing DeCoR system� us�
ing constraints over reals� Section � presents a more
elegant approach which relies on building a special
purpose constraint solver which can deal with con�
straints over both time points �instants� and time in�
tervals�

� Overview of DeCoR

The DeCoR system is a prototype of a deductive con�
straint database system implemented as a strongly
coupled front�end �written in Prolog� running on top
of an SQL�based commercial database product �Or�
acle�� As a result of this architecture� the DeCoR
system features full database functionality �i�e�� con�
currency control� logging and recovery� authorization
and physical data independence��

A DeCoR database consists of a set of clauses
�facts and rules� which are mapped to SQL base ta�
bles and views in a straightforward way� Rule bod�
ies and queries are translated into SQL statements
which can then be executed by the underlying re�
lational database system �DBMS�� The queries are
evaluated in a bottom�up fashion in an attempt to
minimize the calls to the DBMS� In addition to the
components of typical deductive database systems�
the DeCoR system also contains components to store
and handle constraints�

��� Deductive Database with Constraints

In the following we assume familiarity with deduc�
tive database systems� as e�g� described in ��� �� ���
These systems usually handle equations and inequal�
ities ��� ��� ���� ���� on arithmetic terms �with
���� �� only if the variables occurring in these expres�
sions are ground and therefore the arithmetic expres�
sions can be evaluated� DeCoR generalizes the treat�
ment of arithmetic relations by allowing variables to
be non�ground� Hence� these built�in predicates can
be viewed as constraints on potential values for those
variables�

De�nition ��� A constraint is a relation �t�� t��
where t�� t� are arithmetic terms and the symbol �
represents any of the symbols ��� ��� ���� �����

De�nition ��� A generalized clause is an implica�
tion of the form

p��X�� � p��X��� � � � � pk�Xk�� cl�Xl�� � � � � cm�Xm��

where pi are user de�ned predicates and cj are con�
straints� The Xi are vectors of variables� A general�
ized clause does not have to be range�restricted�

This de
nition follows that given by Kanellakis et al�
��� for a generalized fact�

De�nition ��� A system of generalized clauses form
a database with constraints� called a constraint data�
base�

Formulas in the DeCoR system may contain con�
junctions ���� existential quanti
ers ��� as well as
negation �	�� Disjunctions have to be represented
by multiple clauses� Without loss of generality� we
assume in the following that clauses and queries are
in standard form� i�e� all arguments in atoms are vari�
ables and each variable occurs at most once in a user�
de
ned predicate� c�f� ��� ���

Example ��� The standard form of the user�de�ned
clause �p�X�Y � � q�X� ��� r�X�Y� Y ��	 is

p�X�Y � � q�X�� Z�� r�X�� Y�� Y��� Z���
X�X�� X��X�� Y �Y�� Y��Y��

��� Types of Constraints

In deductive database systems which demand al�
lowedness� all variables become instantiated �ground�
during bottom�up evaluation ���� This is no longer
guaranteed in constraint database systems because
some variables might only be constrained by inequal�
ities or even completely free� Therefore� two types of
variables are distinguished according to their ground�
ness which can be determined in a bottom�up fashion�

De�nition ��� A variable X in the body of a clause
is ground hgi if


 X is bound to a constant c�

 X can be bound to a term f�Y�� � � � � Yn� by solv�
ing the constraints of the clause� �For this to be
possible� the Yi have to be ground��


 X appears in a user�de�ned predicate at an ar�
gument position which is ground� �The ground�
ness of the arguments is determined by the
groundness patterns of the body predicates� see
below��

Otherwise the variable is non�ground hni�
The arguments in the head of a clause inherit the

groundness information from the body� The ground�
ness of the arguments in turn determines the ground�
ness patterns of the predicates�

Example ��� The groundness pattern hggngi for a
predicate determines that the �rst� second and fourth
arguments are ground whereas the third argument is
non�ground�



Based on the groundness information of the vari�
ables� constraints can be separated into evaluable and
non�evaluable ones�

De�nition ��� A constraint C is evaluable if


 C is an equation which can be transformed into
X � f�Y�� � � � � Yn� where each Yi is ground�


 C is an inequality not containing any non�
ground variable�

Otherwise� the constraint is non�evaluable�

It can easily be seen that evaluable constraints cor�
respond exactly to those allowed in �ordinary	 deduc�
tive database systems� As shown e�g� in ��� �� these
constraints can be translated into selection conditions
in relational algebra in a straightforward way� This
is not the case with non�evaluable constraints which
have to be manipulated separately�

��� Constraint Lifting Algorithm

The constraint database system DeCoR delays the
evaluation of non�evaluable constraints until they be�
come evaluable �if ever�� For that purpose� the
clauses are rewritten at compile�time in such a way
that at run�time� only evaluable parts have to be
dealt with ���� This is achieved by propagating non�
evaluable constraints into dependent clauses� This
process is denoted as constraint lifting �CL��

The constraint lifting algorithm �CLA� consists of
the following � steps which are applied iteratively on
each clause C in a bottom�up fashion on the reduced
dependency tree�

� Rewrite clause C into standard form� In doing
so� all equality constraints become explicit�

�� For each literal in the body of C� lift the non�
evaluable constraints occurring in its respective
de
nitions into C�

�� Simplify �solve� the resulting conjunction of
constraints�

�� Split the simpli
ed constraints into evaluable
and non�evaluable ones�

�� Fold the evaluable parts �user�de
ned predicates
and evaluable constraints� into a unique aux�
iliary predicate which contains as arguments
the variables of the non�evaluable part �non�
evaluable constraints��

Step � of the CLA depends on a domain�speci
c
constraint solver which has to meet some special re�
quirements ���� For example� it must be able to deal
with variables for which it is only known whether
or not they will become ground at run�time� The
DeCoR system contains a solver for constraints over
reals based on Kramer�s rule and Fourier elimination�

The following example shows the abilities of the
CLA in the DeCoR system�

Example ��� All facts to the predicate tax rate are
supposed to be ground� They contain the lower and

upper bound of income ranges and the tax rate to be
applied�

Min Max Rate

� � ��� �
� ��� �� ��� ����

�� ��� �� ��� ����

tax�Inc� Tax��

tax rate�Min�Max�Rate��

Min � Inc� Inc � Max� ��

Tax � Rate � Inc�Min � � ����

w
w
w
�

Steps 
 to � of the CLA do not a�ect the
rewriting of this clause because tax rate
is a base predicate� Steps  and � result
in

tax�Inc� Tax��

tax aux�Inc� Tax�Min�Max�Rate��

Min � Inc� Inc � Max� ���

Tax � Rate � Inc�

tax aux� � �Min�Max�Rate�� ���

tax rate�Min�Max�Rate��Min � � ����

��� contains the non�evaluable parts of the original
clause and ��� the evaluable ones�

The query �� tax�I� T � is also rewritten by the
CLA� In step �� the body of ��� is lifted into the
query and replaces the predicate tax rate� The re�
sulting query

�� tax aux�I� T�Min�Max�Rate��

Min � I� I � Max� T � Rate � I�

does not have to be processed further and can be an�
swered by

I T Constraints

� � � I� I � � ���
� ��� � I� I � �� ���� T � ���� � I

As a consequence of this approach� the run�time
query evaluation mechanism of the DeCoR system
only has to deal with the evaluable parts of the clauses
and hence can be realized using well known tech�
niques developed for deductive databases� In partic�
ular� the usual optimization techniques developed for
standard bottom�up evaluation �e�g� Magic Template
���� Constraint Pushing ���� can be combined with
the CLA�

� Managing Temporal Knowledge in
DeCoR

Managing temporal knowledge can be considered
as an application of the general�purpose constraint
database system DeCoR� The DeCoR system pro�
vides the functionality to implement most of the



typical features of temporal databases� Similar to
the constraint�based framework of ���� the temporal
database should support time points �following ���
we will use the term instant� and time intervals as
well as relations between objects of these types� As
mentioned earlier and in contrast to our approach the
system described in ��� is main�memory based and
therefore it is limited to handle large amount of data�

In this paper we restrict ourselves to relations with
only one temporal argument which can be considered
as the valid�time of a tuple� Nevertheless� our ideas
can easily be generalized to relations with multiple
temporal arguments such as bitemporal relations�

In the following� familiarity with temporal data�
bases as e�g� described in ��� � is assumed� More�
over� we attempt to adhere to the terminology in�
troduced in ��� In order to improve readability�
a special notation for temporal terms is used� In�
stant variables �event variables� will be denoted by
E�� E�� � � � whereas interval variables will be denoted
by T�� T�� � � �� The start �end� point of a time inter�
val T will be denoted by T s �T e�� A concrete in�
stant is represented as e�g� �������������������
An instant such as ����������������� will be ab�
breviated to ��������� Finally� time intervals are
considered as closed at the lower bound and open at
the upper one� The format for such an interval is
���������  �����������

��� Temporal Datatypes and Relations

While the DeCoR system supports the datatypes
string� integer and real� only constraints over reals can
currently be solved� To apply constraint solving abil�
ity to temporal terms� an instant E can be mapped to
a value of type real� This is done by calculating the
number of seconds between E and a reference point�
e�g� �������

Example ��� The predicate rate shows the instant
and the exchange rate between two currencies

rate����������� � ��� ����� �US��� �SFR�� ���
m

rate�������e� ��� �US��� �SFR�� ���

A consequence of the above mapping is that the
best precision is obtained for instants near the ref�
erence point� This is usually not a problem because
most databases contain instants within a few decades
only or do not need a temporal granularity smaller
than microseconds�

In historical databases� each fact is usually time�
stamped with a valid time interval which represents
the knowledge that the fact is true at every instant
within this interval� The distinction between a valid
time interval and all the instants within the interval
leads to two di�erent representations of intervals in
the DeCoR system� The implicit representation em�
phasizes the validity of the fact at every instant in the
interval� The explicit representation emphasizes the

time interval and gives direct access to the bounds of
the interval�

De�nition ��� The implicit representation of a fact
p�X� valid in the interval �T s�T e� is

p�X� E�� T s � E � E � T e�

The explicit representation of the same fact is

p�X� T s� T e��

The advantage of the implicit representation is
that the temporal conjunction �p�X� E�� q�X� E���
which requires the intersection of the valid times as�
sociated with p and q� can be directly performed by
the constraint solver of the constraint database sys�
tem� On the other hand� it is not possible to extract
the bounds of the interval� Hence� it is not possi�
ble to calculate the duration of the interval� This
drawback disappears if the intervals are represented
explicitly� However� this representation requires that
temporal relations have to be de
ned explicitly too�
The advantages and disadvantages of these two repre�
sentations are similar to those of instants respectively
time intervals� �We refer to �� for the discussion of
time intervals versus instants and further references��

In contrast to �ordinary	 deductive database sys�
tems� the temporal relations can easily be represented
in a constraint database system such as DeCoR� As
a consequence� the explicit representation of time in�
tervals is preferred�

The following three examples serve to convey the
idea how temporal relations can be realized as clauses
in a constraint database�

Example ��� The interval �T s
�
�T e

�
� is the �non�

empty� temporal intersection of the intervals �T s
�
�T e

�
�

and �T s
�
�T e

�
�

� � inter�T s
�
� T e

�
� T s

�
� T e

�
� T s

�
� T e

�
�� � �

inter�T s
�
� T e

�
� T s

�
� T e

�
� T s

�
� T e

�
� � T s

�
�T s

�
� T e

�
�T e

�
�

inter�T s
�
� T e

�
� T s

�
� T e

�
� T s

�
� T e

�
� � T s

�
�T s

�
� T e

�
�T e

�
�

inter�T s
�
� T e

�
� T s

�
� T e

�
� T s

�
� T e

�
� � T s

�
�T s

�
� T e

�
�T e

�
�

inter�T s
�
� T e

�
� T s

�
� T e

�
� T s

�
� T e

�
� � T s

�
�T s

�
� T e

�
�T e

�
�

Example ��� The relation �T s
�
�T e

�
� before �T s

�
�T e

�
�

can be written as

before�T s
�
� T e

�
� T s

�
� T e

�
� � T e

�
� T s

�
�

Example ��� The duration D of an interval T is
calculated in seconds and can be written as

duration�T s� T e� D� � D � T e � T s�

The temporal relations can be used as ordinary
user�de
ned predicates� This can be seen at the fol�
lowing example adapted from ���

Example ��� Supposing a system contains the time�
stamped relation works in�EmpNo�DepNo� T s� T e��
the query� �In what period ��T�s� T�e�� did the per�
son with the employee number 
�� and �� work in



the same department �Dep� and how many days �D�
were this�	 would be written as�

�� � Ts� Te� T�s� T�e� S
�works in����� Dep� Ts� Te��
works in����� Dep� T�s� T�e��
inter�Ts� Te� T�s� T�e� T�s� T�e��
duration�T�s� T�e� S��
S � ����� �D��

The last constraint S � ����� � D is required be�
cause the predicate duration calculates the di�erence
of T�s and T�e in seconds �S� and not in days �D�
as demanded in the query�

If the predicate works in contains ground facts
only� all variables in the query will be ground and
hence all constraints lifted from inter and duration
turn out to be evaluable� However� this query will re�
turn a partially instantiated answer if there is a per�
son for whom only the starting point of his or her em�
ployment in a department is known� Such an answer
cannot be returned by conventional temporal data�
base systems because they do not have a constraint
component� This weakness of conventional system
can not be removed even by introducing a value �for�
ever	�

��� Temporal Reduction �Coalescing	

As pointed out e�g� in ��� �� �� it is necessary for tem�
poral complete systems to allow coalescing time inter�
vals for value�equivalent facts �facts which are identi�
cal with the exception of their temporal arguments��
They refer to this operation as temporal reduction�

Top�down constraint handling systems such as de�
scribed in ��� �� do not coalesce value�equivalent facts
because they are tuple oriented� Hence� in contrast
to our approach� these systems are not temporally
complete ���� As shown in ��� such systems are less
expressive than temporally complete ones�

Example ��
 If a historical database contains the
timestamped relation works in

Name Dep Start End

�Mary� �R�D� ������� �������
�Mary� �Eng� ������� �������

it is necessary to coalesce the timestamps to generate
the intended answer to the query �Who worked more
than 
� years in the company	�

Of course� we have to perform temporal reduction
in our representation of a temporal database as well�
Because the reduction operator is second order and
because it is not integrated in the underlying DeCoR
system� the reduction has to be programmed explic�
itly for every user�de
ned predicate�

In the following� the reduction scheme for a generic
predicate p�X� T s� T e� is presented� The reduction
requires two additional relations� p clos�X� T s� T e�
contains the transitive closure obtained by pairwise
coalescing the intervals pertaining to value�equivalent

tuples� The relation p red�X� T s� T e� contains the
temporally reduced facts�

p clos�X� T s� T e� � p�X� T s� T e��

p clos�X� T s
�
� T e

�
� � p�X� T s

�
� T e

�
�� p clos�X� T s

�
� T e

�
��

T s
�
� T s

�
� T s

�
� T e

�
� T e

�
� T e

�
�

p red�X� T s� T e� � p clos�X� T s� T e��

	�T s
�
� T e

�
�p clos�X� T s

�
� T e

�
�� T s

�
� T s� T e � T e

�
�

	�T s
�
� T s� T e � T e

�
���

��� Assessment

The typical functionality associated with temporal
database systems can be implemented as an appli�
cation of the DeCoR system� Moreover� the possi�
bility to manipulate partially instantiated facts and
answers as supported by the DeCoR system can be
exploited nicely�

Unfortunately� this approach has some serious
drawbacks� First� it is not very e�cient because the
CLA has to lift many constraints� In particular� each
temporal conjunction results in the lifting of four con�
straint parts� This overhead is not acceptable for such
a frequent operation� Second� as seen in the examples
above� it is clumsy to explicitly write two arguments
for every time interval�

Both drawbacks are primarily due to the facts that
time intervals are represented by two points and that
the database system knows nothing about the special
semantics of these two arguments as interval bounds�

� A Temporal Extension of DeCoR

The drawbacks mentioned above disappear if tem�
poral semantics are directly built into the underly�
ing database system� This is done in the TDeCoR
system which is an extension of the constraint data�
base system DeCoR� The extensions consist of tempo�
ral datatypes� constraints relating temporal and non�
temporal variables and the incorporation of the re�
duction algorithm� The two main goals are improv�
ing �� the e�ciency of the evaluation of temporal
queries and ��� the readability of temporal clauses
and queries�

��� Constraints over Temporal Domains

The DeCoR system is extended by the two datatypes
instant and interval� Constants of one of these types
are denoted as described at the beginning of Sec�
tion �� In contrast to the ChronoLog system ��� ��
there is no special syntax for temporal arguments�
However� as shown below� the uni
cation of tempo�
ral arguments has a special semantics� We mention in
passing that this design decision supports the de
ni�
tion of multiple temporal arguments� e�g� to represent
valid and transaction time�



T� precedes T�
T� follows T�
T� contains T�
T� equals T�
T� overlaps T�

Table � interval � interval constraints

T� before T� E before T
T� starts T� E starts T
T� during T� E during T
T� ends T� E ends T
T� after T� E after T

Table �� interval � interval or instant � interval con�
straints

Similar to the constraints ��� ��� �������� be�
tween terms of type real currently supported in
the DeCoR system� we introduce the temporal con�
straints shown in Tables  and � �as suggested in �����
As seen in Table �� some constraints are overloaded
in the sense that they represent relations between two
intervals as well as between an instant and an inter�
val� For example� the constraint starts can not only
be used to relate intervals with the same start point�
but also to extract or set the start point of an interval�

In addition to the above constraints� we introduce
relations to extract di�erent properties of an instant
�see Table ���

year�E � I�
month�E � I�
day�E � I� Ith day of the month

weekday�E � I� Ith day of the week
hour�E � I�
minute�E � I�
second�E � I�

Table �� instant � integer constraints

Note that constraints are relations rather than
functions and can therefore be used in a bidirectional
way�

Example ��� In the query �in which month is Peter
born	 the instant argument E is the given argument
for predicate month

�� �E birthday��Peter�� E��month�E �Month��

whereas in the rule �Paul has to present the progress
of his work every Monday	 the instant argument E is
not known�

duty��Paul�� �present work�� E�� weekday�E � ��

As seen in the example above� it is possible to ex�
press periodical knowledge in the TDeCoR system�
�Indeed� the constraints listed in Table � are some�
what similar to the modulo relations of �����

The constraint duration �interval � integer � unit�
calculates the duration of an interval� The third ar�
gument which has to be given determines the granu�
larity in which the duration is measured�

Example ��� The constraint duration can be used
to de�ne the span between the two instants E�� E� to
be � month

E� starts T � duration�T � ��month�� E� ends T

The constraint intersect�T��T��T�� determines the
explicit intersection T� of two time intervals T� and
T��

In addition to the above datatypes and constraints�
special syntax expresses which parts of a formula have
to be temporally coalesced� The TDeCoR system
does not make an implicit reduction because in some
cases� the user does not want to perform a reduction�
Moreover the system is more e�cient if the coalescing
is performed only on demand� Following ��� the for�
mula F which has to be coalesced must be enclosed
by braces fg� �If multiple temporal arguments are
present the user has to specify which ones have to be
reduced by supplying a second argument within the
braces�

Example ��� The query �Who worked in our com�
pany for more than �� years	 needs coalescing

�� � T � Y �f��Dep works in�Emp�Dep� T ��� T g�
duration�T � Y� year�� Y � ����

The reduction algorithm realized in the TDeCoR
system is similar to the approach described in ���� In
addition� it is extended in a straightforward way to
temporally reduce facts with multiple temporal ar�
guments in each user speci
ed direction� This is for
example necessary to reduce bitemporal relations�

��� Handling of Temporal Constraints

The constraint lifting algorithm presented in Sect� ���
is not restricted to constraints over variables of type
real� Indeed� similar to the CLP scheme ���� the CLA
depends on a concrete domain� Ultimately� the con�
straint solver invoked in step � of the CLA only deter�
mines which constraints can be simpli
ed and solved�
The integration of the constraint solver of DeCoR
with a temporal constraint solver will be investigated
in the next section�

In order to apply the CLA on clauses with tem�
poral constraints� it is necessary to de
ne �� the
standard form of a temporal formula and ��� when
a temporal constraint is evaluable�

Non�temporal formulas are rewritten into standard
form by replacing the second and every further occur�
rence of a variableX by a new unique variableXi and
a constraint X � Xi �see Example ���� However� if a



variable of type time interval occurs multiple times in
a formula� this transformation is not so useful since
it imposes the constraint that the two intervals be
exactly the same�

In temporal databases� it is usually much more in�
teresting to merely impose the constraint that time
intervals associated with di�erent facts overlap �i�e��
have a non�empty intersection�� As a result� multiple
occurrences of variables denoting time intervals are
related via the intersect constraint� �Note that this
strategy corresponds to the notions of temporal join
respectively temporal conjunction��

Example ��� The temporal formula

emp�ENo�Name� T �� work in�ENo� � T ��
salary�ENo� Sal� T �

will be rewritten in standard form as

emp�ENo�Name� T �� work in�ENo�� � T���
salary�ENo�� Sal� T���
ENo � ENo�� ENo � ENo��
intersect�T � T�� T��� intersect�T�� T�� �

As a consequence of this approach� the readability
is improved� As a case in point� consider the query
of Example ��� which will be written

works in����� Dep� T ��
works in����� Dep� T ��
duration�T � D� day��

In order to de
ne the evaluability of a temporal
constraint� the de
nition of the groundness of a vari�
able has to be extended� The terms ground or non�
ground given in Def� ��� do not allow to adequately
categorize variables bound to partially instantiated
intervals�

De�nition ��� A partially instantiated interval is
an interval with one bound ground and the other non�
ground�

De�nition ��� A variable X bound to the partially
instantiated interval T is start�ground �s� if the start
point of T is ground� If the end point of T is ground
then the variable X is end�ground �e�� A ground in�
terval variable is both start�ground and end�ground�

Example ��� A variable bound to the partially in�
stantiated interval ��
��������
����
��� � E � is
start�ground whereas a variable bound to the interval
�E � �
����
�
� is end�ground�

Table � shows which minimal groundness tags are
required for every argument of a temporal constraint
in order to guarantee its evaluability� �Note that the
following partial order holds for groundness tags� n �
s� n � e� s � g� e � g� Also� instant variables can
only be ground or non�ground��

Example ��
 The temporal constraint T� before T�
can be evaluated if the end point of T� and the start

before hesi
after hsei
precedes heni� hnsi
follows hsni� hnei
during� contains hggi
equals hgni� hsei� hesi� hngi
starts hsni� hnsi
ends heni� hnei
overlaps hegi
year�month � � � hgni
duration hgni� hsgi� hegi
intersect hggni� hsgei� hegsi� hnggi� hgsei�

hesgi� hgesi� hsegi� hgngi

Table �� Groundness patterns for evaluable temporal
constraints

point T� are known� The following situation would
evaluate to true�

T�
� T�

�

��� Constraint Solving

For space reasons� the speci
cation of a temporal con�
straint solver can not be given in this paper� How�
ever� a general speci
cation for a solver in a con�
straint database system is given in ���� Nevertheless�
a temporal constraint solver can not simply be added
to the existing non�temporal one� Instead� the two
solvers have to collaborate by passing information
about freshly bound variables between them� This
is illustrated in example ����

Example ��� In the query �at which instant would
John have worked twice as long in the sales depart�
ment as in the engineering department�	

�� � T�� T��M��M�

�works in��John�� �Eng�� T���
works in��John�� �Sal�� T���
duration�T��M��month��
M� � � �M��
duration�T��M��month��
E ends T���

the temporal variable E �the result we are looking
for� depends on the non�temporal variable M�� M�

depends on M� which in turn depends on the interval
variable T��

The �rst call of the temporal solver determines that
the constraint �duration�T��M��month�	 is evalu�
able so that M� becomes ground� The temporal
constraint �duration�T��M��month�	 remains non�
evaluable because the �rst argument is suggested to
be only start�ground and the second argument is
non�ground� In the next step� the non�temporal
solver determines �M� � � �M�	 as evaluable and



therefore M� as ground� This enables the tem�
poral constraint solver to identify the constraints
�duration�T��M��month�	 and �E ends T 	 as evalu�
able�

This example shows that it is necessary to iter�
ate steps � and � of the constraint lifting algorithm�
During this iteration ostensivebly non�ground vari�
ables are determined to be ground because new con�
straints are identi
ed to be evaluable� This may in
turn lead to the solving of further constraints� and
so on� The iteration terminates when no new non�
ground variables can be determined as ground� If
m non�temporal or event variables and n interval
variables are present this is the case after at most
max�m� � � n� steps�

This iteration takes place during the constraint lift�
ing algorithmwhich on its own is executed at compile�
time� At query�evaluation time no further manipula�
tion of the temporal constraints is necessary�

� Conclusions

In this paper� we have 
rst shown how a deduc�
tive database system which handles generalized facts
and non�allowed rules can be realized� Subsequently�
we have demonstrated how its ability to manipulate
constraints over reals can be used to represent the
timestamping information typical of temporal data�
bases� Finally� we have presented a more sophis�
ticated approach to represent temporal knowledge
which is based on the development and integration
of a special purpose temporal constraint solver�
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